Effect of eccentric exercise on position sense at the human forearm in different postures.
This is a study of the ability of blindfolded human subjects to match the position of their forearms before and after eccentric exercise. The hypothesis tested was that the sense of effort contributed to forearm position sense. The fall in force after the exercise was predicted to alter the relationship between effort and force and thereby induce position errors. In the arms-in-front posture, subjects had their unsupported reference arm set to one of two angles from the horizontal, 30 or 60 degrees , and they matched its position by voluntary placement of their other arm. Matching errors were compared with a task where the arms were counterweighted, so could be moved in the vertical plane with minimal effort, and where the arms were moved in the horizontal plane. In these latter two tasks, the intention was to test whether removal of an effort sensation from holding the arm against gravity influenced matching performance. It was found that, although absolute errors for counterweighted and horizontal matching were no larger than for unsupported matching, their standard deviations, 6.1 and 6.8 degrees , respectively, were significantly greater than for unsupported matching (4.6 degrees ), indicating more erratic matching. The eccentric exercise led, the next day, to a fall in maximum voluntary muscle torque of >or=15%. This was accompanied by a significant increase in matching errors for the unsupported matching task from 2.7 +/- 0.5 to 0.8 +/- 0.7 degrees but not for counterweighted (1.4 +/- 0.2 to -0.2 degrees +/- 1.1 degrees ) or horizontal matching (-1.3 +/- 0.7 degrees to -1.8 +/- 0.7 degrees ). This, it is postulated, is because the reduced voluntary torque after exercise was accompanied by a greater effort required to support the arms, leading to larger matching errors. However, effort is only able to provide positional information for unsupported matching where gravity plays a role. In gravity-neutral tasks like counterweighted or horizontal matching, a change in the effort-force relationship after exercise leaves matching accuracy unaffected.